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OBJECTIVESI

To make the learners aware of NationalScience Day.

To enhance their knowledge and fine motor skills.

To develop their aesthetic and creative skills.

To enhance their interest in science and scientific inventions,

DESCRIPTION:

"The science of today is the technology of tomorrow,',

The word collage comes from the French word 'col/ar'which means'to glue,. Collage rnaking is
such an a.tivlty which allows one to express themse ves through art. lloreover, lt a so allows

the relnforcernent of concepts in a more guided and strlctured way. As the llational Science

Day is approaching on 28th of February, an activity of collage making on the themet ,sclentists,

Our Prlde', was conducted for the earners of cass 11, The activity provided an opportunitv to

know moTe about the different scientists who have contributed to our wor d in various ways with

their genius inventions. Discussion was held in the classroom on various scientists and their
inventions, Learners took part in the activity with great interest. They brouqht pictures of

famous scientists, their inventions and made beaLrtiful coliages. The activity he ped learners in

being enlightened with so many scientific facts, which they weTe unaware of. After the whole

process of the activity best five collages were selected from each class, out of which best five

were awarded, Learners realJy enjoyed the activity, as well as achieved a lot ot knowledge about

scientlsts through it. Overall, the actlvlty helped in enhancing the cognitive and creative skills of
the learners.
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